
The list below is a working document, meaning it is reviewed and updated annually following the

guidelines outlined in the Oklahoma Academic Standards.  All books on this list have been reviewed for

use by the EPS ELA Lit Review Committee.  The review notes below reflect the opinions of the review

committees. All summaries are from professional sources expressing objective reviews.

Grade 11 English

The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald
Use: Whole Class Read

Summary: The Great Gatsby is at once a romantic and cynical novel about the wealth and habits of a

group of New Yorkers during the Jazz Age. Fitzgerald's writing is unassailably magnificent, as he paints a

grim portrait of shallow characters who maneuver themselves into complex situations. This classic

American novel is required reading for a lot of high school students, and it can definitely be appreciated

and understood on some levels by teenagers. However, Fitzgerald's use of language and symbolism is

best appreciated by mature readers able to analyze literature and think critically. Some characters

express racial and religious prejudice. * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Classic literature that is also an engaging text for students

●Supports students in critical discussions

●Supports vocabulary growth

●Cross curricular connections to US History; contextualizes the 1920s

●Rich text for literary analysis and supports students in AP test preparation

●Text supports cross generational connections

●Includes timeless, universal themes

Alternate Text: The Old Man and the Sea by Ernest Hemingway

11th Grade Lit Circle Choices

Into the Wild by Jon Krakauer
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: The excruciating story of a young man on a quest for knowledge and experience, a search that

eventually cooked his goose, told with the flair of a seasoned investigative reporter. Chris McCandless

loved the road, the unadorned life, the Tolstoyan call to asceticism. After graduating college, he took off

on another of his long destinationless journeys, this time cutting all contact with his family and changing

his name to Alex Supertramp. He was a gent of strong opinions, and he shared them with those he met:

"You must lose your inclination for monotonous security and adopt a helter-skelter style of life''; "be

nomadic.'' Ultimately, in 1992, his terms got him into mortal trouble when he ran up against

something—the Alaskan wild—that didn't give a hoot about Supertramp's worldview; his decomposed

corpse was found 16 weeks after he entered the bush. Many people felt McCandless was just a



hubris-laden jerk with a death wish (he had discarded his map before going into the wild and brought no

food but a bag of rice). Krakauer thought not. Admitting an interest that bordered on obsession, he dug

deep into McCandless's life. He found a willful, reckless, moody boyhood; an ugly little secret that

sundered the relationship between father and son; a moral absolutism that agitated the young man's

soul and drove him to extremes; but he was no more a nutcase than other pilgrims. Writing in supple,

electric prose, Krakauer tries to make sense of McCandless (while scrupulously avoiding off-the-rack

psychoanalysis): his risky behavior and the rites associated with it, his asceticism, his love of wide open

spaces, the flights of his soul. A wonderful page-turner written with humility, immediacy, and great style.

Nothing came cheap and easy to McCandless, nor will it to readers of Krakauer's narrative. * Kirkus

Reviews

Review Notes:

●Engaging story about leaving the modern world behind

●Supports students in thoughtful discussion about the choices we make in life

●Pairs nicely with 11th grade study of Transcendentalism

Unbroken by Linda Hillenbrand (YA Version)
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: Unbroken is the young-adult adaptation of Laura Hillenbrand's acclaimed biography of

Olympic runner-turned-POW Louis Zamperini, which was made into a 2014 movie. It is incredibly

detailed and doesn't skimp on the intense violence, torture, and cruelty Zamperini survived during his

time as a Japanese prisoner during World War II. The YA version is roughly half the length of the original

and excludes some of the most traumatic episodes and details about Zamerpini's ordeal (and doesn't

linger too long on his postwar alcoholism). * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Cross curricular text that supports students in better understanding WWII and the realities of that

historical period

●Inspirational novel; includes themes of overcoming struggles, inner strength, survival, and triumph

●Engaging text that is enjoyed by many students

The Nazi Hunters by Neal Bascomb
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: This true story of a group of Jewish men brought together to capture and bring to justice a

notorious Nazi war criminal takes place 15 years after the end of WWII. Adolf Eichmann, who had been

in charge of eradicating the 725,000 Jews from Hungary and was discovered living in Argentina, became

the target of the Mossad, a new Israeli secret service intelligence agency. Eichmann’s capture proved to

be a hair-raising maneuver, as the Argentinians were not sympathetic to the cause, and any slight

misstep could result in irreparable damage to both this endeavor and to the Israeli government.

Bascomb has shortened and changed much of the language of his successful 2009 adult title Hunting

Eichmann, but kept every bit of the suspense. This version includes a “list of participants” at the

beginning to assist readers in keeping straight the many individuals involved in the scheme. This is a



splendid example of fascinating storytelling blended with significant historical events. Periodic

black-and-white photos expand the account. * Booklist

Review Notes:

●Fascinating and engaging read for students

●Important historical account of what happened after WWII

●Supports students in student led book discussions

Born a Crime by Trevor Noah (YA Edition)
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: It's Trevor Noah: Born a Crime: Stories from a South African Childhood is an adaptation for

younger readers of comedian and Daily Show host Noah's 2016 memoir Born a Crime. Noah grew up as

the ultimate outsider: the son of a black South African mother and a white European father, at a time

when laws under Apartheid made it illegal for mixed-race couples to marry or have children. The book

explores gender roles, and the relationships between different factions within the black community, as

well as between blacks and whites and "colored" (mixed race) people. There are incidents of disturbing

violence against Trevor and his mother, who's beaten and shot by his stepfather. The publisher's epilogue

on the history of Apartheid mentions the Sharpeville Massacre, when white police opened fire on a

crowd of unarmed black protesters, killing dozens of people. Noah, who was a mischievous kid, makes a

distinction between the corporal punishment he receives from his devoted mother and the callous

violence of his stepfather. Abel, the stepfather, is frequently drunk and has a history of marijuana use.

Trevor describes the petty crimes he committed as a young adult, as well: He and his friends were loan

sharks and music pirates before Trevor began his career as a comedian and television host. Fans of

Noah's stand-up comedy or The Daily Show will find plenty of his trademark sharpness and self-effacing

humor even as he relates memories of suffering poverty and abuse. *Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Engaging and approachable coming-of-age text

●Serious content written in a humorous style

●Exposes students to South African history and culture

●Contextualizes South African Apartheid

●Shares diverse global perspectives

●Hopeful story about perseverance and the importance of setting goals

Brain on Fire by Susannah Calahan
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: An award-winning memoir and instant New York Times bestseller that goes far beyond its

riveting medical mystery, Brain on Fire is the powerful account of one woman’s struggle to recapture her

identity. When twenty-four-year-old Susannah Cahalan woke up alone in a hospital room, strapped to

her bed and unable to move or speak, she had no memory of how she’d gotten there. Days earlier, she

had been on the threshold of a new, adult life: at the beginning of her first serious relationship and a

promising career at a major New York newspaper. Now she was labeled violent, psychotic, a flight risk.

What happened? In a swift and breathtaking narrative, Cahalan tells the astonishing true story of her



descent into madness, her family’s inspiring faith in her, and the lifesaving diagnosis that nearly didn’t

happen. *Goodreads

Review Notes:

●Engaging and popular narrative for students

●High interest, real world topic of mental health

●Inspirational story about resilience and determination

●Supports students in thoughtful student-led book discussions

●Destigmatizes mental illness as students learn the science behind it

A Long Way Gone By Ishmael Beah
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: The survivor of a dirty war in starkest Africa recounts his transition from 12-year-old orphan to

killing machine. To emerge from Sierra Leone's malignant civil conflict and eventually graduate from

college in the U.S. marks Beah as very unusual, if not unique. His memoir seeks to illuminate the process

that created, and continues to create, one of the most pitiable yet universally feared products of modern

warfare: the boy soldier. It illustrates how, in African nations under the stress of open civil war, youthful

males cluster in packs for self-protection, fleeing the military forces of all sides, distrusted and

persecuted by strangers they encounter, until they are killed or commandeered as recruits. Nearly half

the text deals with Beah's life as a fugitive after marauding rebel troops ravaged his home village. He fled

with several other boys, but they were separated during another attack and he was forced to spend

several weeks alone in the bush; the loneliness there instilled a craving for human companionship of any

type. The regular military finally snared Beah and some new companions, telling them they must train as

soldiers or die. The rebels, they were assured, were responsible for killing their families and destroying

their homes; as soldiers, they would exact manly revenge and serve the nation. Cocaine, marijuana and

painkillers became the boys' mind-numbing daily diet. They were indoctrinated by practicing mayhem on

tethered prisoners and became willing experts at lying in ambush with their aging AK-47 rifles. For them,

killing human beings had replaced ordinary child's play. Beah's halting narrative has confusing time

shifts, but it's hideously effective in conveying the essential horror of his experiences. * Kirkus Reviews

Review Notes:

●Nonfiction memoir is engaging for many readers

●Offers diverse cultural, ethnic perspective

●Exposes students to harsh realities of war and its effects

●Contextualizes war in Sierra Leone

●Violence is graphic, but realistic

●Language is accessible for all students, including struggling readers

●Encourages students to pursue paths forward, despite past struggles and trauma


